Equipping Physiologists with an Informatics Tool Chest: Toward an Integerated Mitochondrial Phenome.
Understanding the complex involvement of mitochondrial biology in disease development often requires the acquisition, analysis, and integration of large-scale molecular and phenotypic data. An increasing number of bioinformatics tools are currently employed to aid in mitochondrial investigations, most notably in predicting or corroborating the spatial and temporal dynamics of mitochondrial molecules, in retrieving structural data of mitochondrial components, and in aggregating as well as transforming mitochondrial centric biomedical knowledge. With the increasing prevalence of complex Big Data from omics experiments and clinical cohorts, informatics tools have become indispensable in our quest to understand mitochondrial physiology and pathology. Here we present an overview of the various informatics resources that are helping researchers explore this vital organelle and gain insights into its form, function, and dynamics.